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Education in Egypt  

 

1- introduction  

My name is Khaled, I am Egyptian. I have acquired my bachelor’s degree of engineering from Ain Shams 

university, one of the most reputable and old universities in Egypt. 

I came to Kyoto to do MBA degree in Doshisha University, as a part of SDG research related to my 

country, I found that Education is the most important issue now Egypt and one of the biggest challenges 

that Egypt has to face in order to achieve development. 

The first shocking fact I realized about Education in Egypt that illiteracy rate is 25%, which means that 

more than one quarter of Egyptians cannot read or write, how we expect from those people to be 

responsible for the rise of the country.  

 

 

2- Country profile     

Egypt has a long, rich trade history with plenty of ups and downs.one of the biggest economies 
in Africa and middle east with GDP 330.7 billion USD and growth rate of 5.5%   
   
 Some of the country’s main exports include petroleum, insulated wire, video displays, and gold. 
The biggest non-petroleum-based industries are tourism, textile production, food processing.  

 

• Population 83.9 million 

• Area 1 million sq km (386,874 sq miles) 

• Main language Arabic 

• Main religions Islam, Christianity 

• Life expectancy 72 years (men), 76 years (women) 

• Currency Egyptian Pound 
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 3-Education system in Egypt  

Education in Egypt consists of three levels, the first two levels are compulsory. 

1.1 primary education  

from age 6 to 12  

During this introductory phase pupils may enroll at state, religious or private schools 

by choice. 
1.2 Pre-secondary school  

from 12 to 15  
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 During this time a student’s aptitude is examined in order to determine their best 

secondary education route. 
1.3 secondary school  

from 15 to 17 

here are three streams in secondary education, namely general (3 years), technical (as 

long a 5 years) and vocational 

 

  

4- problems of education in Egypt.  

Talking about Egypt biggest problems and challenges it will be education   
  
The system is very weak, and the curriculums are outdated and full of useless information, students go 
for extra and extra classes because the school teacher is week and incompetent. And these kind of 
alternative solution cannot be afforded by poor people that’s why the illiteracy ration increases outside 
the capital and the delta  
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4.1 curriclums:  outdated and focuses only on throwing out the information in the exam.  

4.2 teachers: lack of required skills and competencies.  

4.3 facilities: not big enough to absorb the whole number of students    

 

5- opportunity. 

 Nowadays parents have realized the inportance if high quality education for their children that’s why 

many parents now going for private schooling for better education quality.  

 and since 83% of the schools in egypt are public schools , the governemt is taking the responsibility of 

developig this system.  

Accodingly, egyptian ministry of education has launched many projects and patnerships to develop this 

system , one of them was with japan due to their efficient educatin system and according to JICA ( japan 

international cooperation Agency) on its official website “  On the occasion of the official visit to Japan 

by H.E. Mr. Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi, President of the Arab Republic of Egypt, in February 2016, H.E. Mr. 

Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister of Japan and H.E. Mr. Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi, announced their joint partnership 

on education: Egypt-Japan Education Partnership "EJEP". This partnership has been realized based on 

the strong interest and commitment of the two leaders, who place a high priority on the cooperation in 

the area of education including early childhood, basic, technical and higher education, as well as 

scientific research, technology and innovation”  

45 schools were built in the forst year with a very positive feedback from the parents on the japanese 

educational system which is based on the extra cricular activities and parents engagment. 

 

6- Conclusion   

Social issues can be a big source of busiess profitability now and in the case of egypt the first model in 

the private japanese school was very successful  so the opportunity is still very open with a market of 20 

million students and growing is there. 

Not only for schools as usual but also for e- learning platforms and advanced education faclities       
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